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With the advent of Service-oriented Government in recent years, the 
construction of Service-oriented Tax Authority is gradually advancing. As two 
aspects of Tax Collection, Tax Inspection and Tax Service are significant. Pursuant to 
the requirements for constructing Service-oriented Tax Authority, Tax Service is the 
professional ethics that all tax cadres shall comply with; in addition, it is the 
statutory obligation that Tax Authority shall fulfill. According to the outcome of the 
game between Tax Inspection and Tax Service, the two sides are mutually promoted. 
Tax Inspection Service is an important branch of Tax Service. 
The Inspection Department of Tax Authority not only plays a role of fighting 
against any actions in violation of tax law and securing tax fairness, but also shall 
not reluctant to achieve the shift from “Enforcement-oriented Inspection” to 
“Service-oriented Inspection” increasingly. The shift, which will provide an effective 
Tax Inspection Service, is a reflection of the interaction between enforcement and 
service. Tax Inspection Service shall be reflected in all four steps of tax inspection, 
i.e. Case Selection, Case Inspection, Case Trial and Execution. Normalizing the 
system of Tax Inspection Service is conducive to strengthening the constraint on 
inspection power, promoting Tax Inspection cadres’ administration in consistent with 
law and improving the taxpayers’ tax compliance. Hence, a harmonious relationship 
between tax leviers and tax payers could be established.  
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